Quantum jumps due solely to spontaneous Raman scattering between the Zeeman sublevels of a single Mg+ ion have been observed in the fluorescence emitted by the ion. A theory of quantum jumps for this system predicts that coherences between excited levels cause the ratio of the mean duration of the "fluorescence-on periods" to the mean duration of the "fluorescence-off periods" to be independent of laser intensity. The measured value agrees with the predicted one to within the measurement precision of 2%. For the trap used in this work (Fig. 2) 
A few groups have recently observed "quantum jumps" between the energy levels of a single atomic ion as signaled by an abrupt change in the fluorescence emitted by the ion. ' In another experiment, quantum jumps were inferred from the statistics of the fluorescence emitted by neutral atoms in a weak beam. In these experiments, the quantum jump was a transition (either stimulated or spontaneous) into or out of a metastable excited state.
In this paper, we report the observation of quantum jumps due solely to spontaneous For other realizations of quantum jumps, the dynamics of the population evolution and, therefore, the statistics of the emitted fluorescence are governed by effective twostate rate equations. ' That is, there are rates R+ and R -for the atom to make transitions out of or into the energy levels which comprise the strongly fluorescing or "on" system and the system of levels which comprise the "off" system. (R+) ' and (R ) ' are equal to the mean duration of the fluorescence on periods, (T,"), and off periods, (T,tr), respectively. Although the system considered here is substantially different than those investigated before, it was shown in Ref. 6 that the dynamics of this system should also be governed by effective two-state rate equations. The expressions for the rates R and R+,
are simple because of the off-resonance nature of the excitation, in contrast with the previously considered systems. ' A consequence of this type of dynamics is that the distribution of fluorescence-on and fluorescence-off times should be exponential. In Fig. 3 The properties of this level structure have allowed the theory of quantum jumps, in which the dynamics of the jumps are described by effective two-level rate equations" to be tested with high precision. This experiment is a realization of "single-atom optical pumping.
